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1. Bhand Pather:- [KASHMIR] 

 Combination of dance, music and acting 

 Satire, coit and parody are preferred for inducing laughter 

 Music is provided with Surnai, Nagaara and Dhol 

 Actors – Farmer Community. 

2. Swang :- [Haryana] (Rohtak), [UP] (Haathras) 
 Style – Haryanvi in Haryana and Brajbhasa in UP 

 Played its role in the dialogues 

3. Nautanki:- [UP] (Kanpur, Lucknow, Haathras) 
 Meters used in the verses are Doha, Chaubola, Chhauppai, Behar-e-tabeel 

 Erstwhile men acted, but now women also 

 Gulab Bai of Kanpur 

4. Rasleela :- (UP) (exclusively on Lord Krishna) 
 Nand das wrote initial plays 

 Dialogues combine of songs and Krishna pranks seen. 

5. Bhavai :- [Gujarat] (Kutch and Kathiawar) 
 Instruments used – Bhugal, Tabla, Flute, Rabaab, Sarangi, Manjeera, Pakhaawaj etc. 

 Rare synthesis of devotional and romantic sentiments. 

6. Jatra :- [Bengal] 
 Musical play 

 Krishna Jatra become famous because of Chaitanya’s influence. 

 Earlier form entirely musical. Later dialogues were added 

 Actors themselves describe the change of scene, place of action etc. 

7. Maach :- [MP] 
 Songs are given prominence in between the dialogues. 

 Terms for dialogue in this form is BOL and RHYME in narration is termed as VANAG. 

 RANGAT – tunes of this theatre form. 

8. Bhaona :- [Assam] 
 Presentation of Ankia Naat 

 In this culture glimpse of Assam, Bengal, Orrisa, Mathura and Virandavan seen. 

 First in Sanskrit and then in either Braj bholi or Assamese. 

9. Tamaasha :- [Maharastra] 
 Evolved from the folk forms such as Gondhal, Jagran and Kirtan. 

 Female actress is the chief exponent of Dance. She is called as Murki. 

 All emotions through dance. 

10. Dashavatar :- [Konkan and Goa] 
 Based on ten incarnations of Lord Vishnu 

 Wear masks of wood and paper  

11.  Krishnattam :- [Kerala] (middle 17th century) 
 Patronage of King Manavada of Calicut 
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 Cycle of 8 plays performed for 8 consecutive days 

 The plays are Avataram, Kaliamandana, Rasa Karida, Kamasavadha, Swayamvaram,   

     Banayudham, Vivida Vadham and Swargarohana. 

 Theme – Lord Krishna Birth, Childhood pranks 

12. Theyyam :- [Kerala] (Extremely Popular) 
 Daivam – God (meaning of Theyyam) 

 It’s also called God’s Dance 

 Folk theatre 

 Performed by various casts to appeared worship these spirits. 

 Colourful Costume and inspiring readers(5 to 6 feet) made up of bamboo 

 Strong colours using turmeric wax. 

13.  Koodiyaattam:- one of the oldest theatre [Kerala] 
 Based on Sanskrit theatre tradition. 

 Character: Chakyaar (actor), Naambmaar, Naangyaar (taking on women role) and  

     instruments. 

 Vidushak – who delivers the dialogue. 

 More emphasis on hand gestures and eye movement. 

14.  Yakshagaana :- [Karnataka] 
 Based on mythological Stories and Purans, Mahabartha, Ramayana 

15.  Therukoothu :- [Tamil Nadu] 
 Means “Street Play” 

 Mostly performed at the time of annual festival. Mariamman (Rain goddess) to achieve      

     rich harvest.  

 Extensive repertoire of Therukoothu consist of 8 plays based on the Draupadi’s life. 
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